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ABSTRACT 
In the quest to find analytical reference codes, responses from a 
questionnaire are presented which portray the current CFD program status and 
capability at various organizations, characterizing liquid rocket thrust chamber 
flow fields. Sample cases are identified to examine the ability, operational 
condition, and accuracy of the codes. To select the best suited programs for 
accelerated further improvements, evaluation criteria are being proposed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Numerous CFD programs have been developed which characterize liquid rocket 
thrust chamber flow fields and predict the associated performance. In the past a 
similar situation existed, leading to a competitive selection process, from which 
the well known two-dimensional kinetics (TDK) program and several boundary layer 
codes resulted. These programs were identified as reference programs and still 
serve in this capacity today. The CFD calculation procedures have not only matched 
this capability but already provide limited flow process characterizations which 
exceed the existing recommended methods. A selection of one or several of the 
best suited programs is of advantage to accelerate the simulation of specific 
physical mechanisms, where little or no capability exists. Limited funding 
resources can then be concentrated on these few chosen program candidates. 
As indicated at the JANNAF Combustion Meeting at the Marshall Space Flight 
Center (MSFC) in 1988, a questionnaire was prepared and distributed to the 
propulsion community with a subsequent good response. A listing of the responding 
organizations is included in the appendix. 
The furnished material has been used to construct a matrix which provides an 
overview of the operational CFD programs, their physical simulation capabilities, 
numerical solution techniques, and documentation, to name only a few categories. 
In addition to the collected program information, some sample cases are 
identified which shall be executed by the codes to demonstrate the algorithm 
maturity and accuracy, and its application to combustion chamber and nozzle flows. 
Of consequence are the presented criteria below, which may be used in the 
selection process for the most qualified CFD codes. This is projected to occur 
during the 1992/93 time frame. The parties planning to participate in the 
development of a reference program are requested to review the proposed selection 
approach and provide their comments, critique, or consent. 
OBJECTIVE 
The presented material should inform the propulsion community of the various 
existing CFD computer program capabilities and their operational status. This is 
the first step in a process leading eventually to the selection of the most 
advanced code(s) for the prediction of thrust chamber flow fields and the 
associated performance. Exposure of the programs to particular sample cases and 
a final test, with unknown results to the program operators, will be further 
milestones during this process. The identified sample cases and the proposed 
program evaluation criteria should be reviewed by the parties involved. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
The overall response to a questionnaire, which I prepared and distributed in 
the beginning of 1989, was very satisfactory, but extended over a long time 
period. Therefore, an update of the original information was initiated in 
September 1990 to include the most recent advances of the programs in question. 
The important information has been organized down to a very detailed level, and 
the results are presented in Table 1. It shall be noted that only problems related 
to the operation of liquid rocket thrust chambers, composed of the combustion 
chamber and the nozzle, are of concern here. 
The key topics in Table 1 address the foundation of the code, followed by the 
physical process simulation capability, and the numerical solution methods used. 
The categories thereafter reflect primarily the validation status of the code, 
experience and success with specific problems, ease of preparing a case, and 
supporting elements to evaluate and display the results. Finally, information with 
regard to the program documentation, code availability, and computer oriented 
questions is displayed. The abbreviations shown in the columns represent abridged 
forms of the actual terminology which can be interpreted without difficulty by the 
readers who are somewhat familiar with the subject. Assistance in this matter can 
be found in Table 2. 
From the survey it is evident that the CFD codes have achieved already a high 
level of physical process simulation; however, the advanced models are scattered 
in the matrix of Table 1. Examples of such advanced techniques refer to turbulence 
modeling via large eddies, spectral method discretization, jet breakup 
calculation, and droplet interaction in the spray regime. It is anticipated that 
the presented information will motivate the program developers to equip their 
codes with the latest methods.
BENCHMARK TESTING 
It is the responsibility of every CFD code developer to expose his program 
to the most commonly known simple benchmark tests and prove that the program works 
for the basic flow simulation and the physical model features. Under basic 
features the treatment of incompressible, compressible, inviscid, laminar, low to 
high Mach number, shock capturing, two-dimensional, three-dimensional, steady 
state, time dependent, and geometry or grid dependent flows is normally 
recognized, while the simulation of turbulence, atomization, two-phase spray, 
vaporization, multi-species with chemical reactions, and heat transfer refers to 
the physical modeling.
SAMPLE CASES 
To examine the program capability, maturity, and accuracy with respect to a 
thrust chamber flow simulation, the execution of sample cases shown in Table 3 is 
recommended. These sample cases are related to the basic flow conditions in a 
combustion chamber and nozzle, but also reflect situations which have been 
experienced in the past and which are of utmost importance. Attention is focused 
on the injector region, where flows from different injection elements produce a 
spray, sometimes with intentional stream striation arrangements for performance 
optimization and hardware protection. The flow pattern adjacent to the wall 
contour is another important domain in which turbulence dominates the viscous 
behavior and the heat transfer process. Based on the engine operation cycle, such 
as a regeneratively cooled concept or an expander cycle approach, the wall design 
and the near wall flow conditions serve different functions and are very different 
indeed. Thrust chamber flow start and shut-down, which are feed system driven, as 
well as the nozzle exhaust flow, interacting with the ambient air, are highly 
important conditions which need to be firmly comprehended. 
To start this project, it is planned to form a group of experts from the 
government and industry shortly, which will provide explicit details for the 
uniform treatment of recommended sample cases. Initial and boundary conditions, 
basic and physical flow features, and recommended grids to run these cases will 
be specified. The format of the results for individual parameter, tabular, and 
graphic presentation will be identified also. Program solutions will be collected 
and compared with available measurements or other recognized data. The 
organizations which continue to advance their CFD programs are encouraged to 
participate in this activity. 
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CFD CAPABILITY GOAL 
Ultimately, the requirements for a comprehensive CFD program, simulating the 
flow motion in a thrust chamber, must include the characterization of bi-
propellants and two-phase flow undergoing liquid jet atomization, vaporization, 
propellant mixing, chemical reaction, flow expansion from low to high Mach 
numbers, viscous effects, and heat transfer processes. Steady-state and transient 
flow modeling for three-dimensional flows are mandatory. In the fluid spray regime 
the interaction between neighboring droplets must be simulated, especially for 
conditions below and above the critical point. Nozzle flow interaction with the 
ambient air during captive testing and during flight from the launch site to 
vacuum conditions in orbit is also imperative. 
At this time, the developed computer programs use specific assumptions to 
overcome the deficiencies in the previously quoted areas of physical process 
descriptions more or less successfully. Experimental research programs and 
associated modeling activities are constantly underway to eliminate these 
shortcomings gradually. However, the new formulations are frequently'hardwired, 
into the codes, and a transfer to other programs for technology sharing is rather 
difficult. To exchange advanced techniques quickly and efficiently, the new 
routines should be structured in modules with clearly identified interface 
parameters. Such an approach offers a special advantage when specific techniques, 
numerical or physical, need to be examined for their efficiency and accuracy. 
Using standard parameter nomenclature will definitely be effective. 
Since some domains in a thrust chamber flow field require simulation with 
extensive details of the physical processes, while other areas are much simpler 
in character and can be described with less effort, a decoupling of the entire 
flow field at beneficial interfaces may offer an advantage and should be explored. 
One such interface could be at a place in the combustion chamber where the spray 
flow terminates and the expansion process starts. Here, the particular information 
of the entire injection process, which has been obtained from a detailed CFD 
solution, may be transferred to a subsequent quick and efficient CFD analysis. 
Certainly, a fully coupled solution is the goal; however, the provision of an 
interface, from a position of problem complexity and current computer limitations 
in core and execution time, should not be disregarded. 
SELECTION CRITERIA 
The selection of one or several CFD programs to serve as reference codes is 
of paramount importance and must be conducted fairly. Subsequently, rules and 
guidelines are presented for review by the propulsion community. Additional topics 
with weighing factors, ranging from 1 to 10 (highest), are welcome. A panel of 
government experts only, acceptable to the propulsion community, will collect all 
verbal and written comments and formulate the decisive selection criteria. The 
final ranking procedure of the topics will not be disclosed. Every organization 
can participate in this competition and will be subject to the following 
recommended criteria: 
•	 A government person with a competing CFD program cannot serve on this panel. 
•	 The selected codes and documentation must be available unconditionally. 
•	 The candidate program must execute specific test cases which will be 
announced by the panel in the future. 
•	 Program application strength to thrust chamber flows will be evaluated. 
•	 Solution accuracy will be assessed. 
•	 Specific simulation features will be appraised. 
•	 User friendliness will be studied. 
•	 Validation status will be reviewed, based on benchmark and sample cases. 
•	 Code competence will be assessed with respect to documented problem results. 
•	 Quality of the program documentation will be surveyed. 
•	 Interaction with other supporting programs, such as preprocessor, grid 
generator, and postprocessor, including graphics display will be checked. 
•	 Computer oriented topics will be rated (program size, vectorized, etc.) 
•	 Background, experience, and skill of the program developer(s) will be 
reviewed. 
•	 After selection, new developed routines must be announced and distributed on 
request.	 - 
•	 The selected codes will serve as reference programs. In this capacity the

data can be used for comparison with other code results for validation.
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SUMMARY 
Information, related to the current CFD program capabilities and provided by 
various organizations, has been compiled and presented. Specific sample cases for 
thrust chamber flow demonstration capability are recommended to promote code 
advancements and validation. The analytical potential of a future comprehensive 
code has been stated, and the anticipated steps leading to the selection of the 
best interim candidates have been introduced. The communication between a panel 
of CFD oriented experts and the propulsion community will review the recommended 
selection criteria and formulate a final set with associated weighing of the 
topics. The selection process is projected to occur in the 1992/93 time period. 
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APPENDIX 
ACUREX Acurex Corporation 
AEROJET Aerojet TechSystems Company 
ARGONNE Argonne National Laboratory 
CRAM CRAM of North America, Inc. 
CFDRC CFD Research Corporation 
CREAREX Creare.X 
HSC Huntsville Sciences Corporation 
NASA/ARC NASA, Ames Research Center 
PRI Physical Research, Inc. 
P&W Pratt & Whitney 
REMTECH Remtech, Inc. 
ROCKETDYNE Rocketdyne 
SEA Software and Engineering Associates 
SECA Software Engineers, Consultants, Analysts 
SRA Scientific Research Associates, Inc. 
UAM University of Alabama, Huntsville 
UCI University of California, Irvine 
UIC University of Illinois, Chicago 
UTSI University of Tennessee, Space Institute 
TABLE 3. SAMPLE CASES 
•	 Thrust chamber using 0/H2 , 02/CmH propellants 
•	 Combustion chamber equipped with a turbulence ring 
•	 Thrust chamber with tangential flow injection in axial direction 
•	 Combustion chamber with flow injection in circumferential direction 
•	 Thrust chamber with a striated mixture ratio profile 
•	 Thrust chamber with separated nozzle flow 
•	 Thrust chamber with sharp throat radii of curvature 
•	 Combustion chamber with unconventional geometry (inclined injector face, 
tapered walls, small contraction ratio) 
•	 Combustion chamber with various types of injection patterns 
•	 Thrust chamber with heat transfer to the wall for a given temperature profile 
•	 Thrust chamber with regenerative coolant flow 
•	 Thrust chamber with transpiration cooling 
•	 Time dependent thrust chamber start and shut-down operation
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TABLE 1. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Table 1 (1a 
ORGANIZATION ACUREX AEROJET ARGONNE° CPDRC CHAM 
RESPONS. PERSON A. Miuxoy T. Njuymt 0. By Rabchi/A.Pizekw MafteylVlothou 
CODE NAME
 KIVA.G BICOMB GEMCHIP REFLEQS PHOENICS 
DIMENSIONS 
COORDINATES 
TIME PROBLEM 
TYPE OF FLOW 
EQUATIONS 
PHYSICAL PROCESS 
ROCKET PROPELLANT 
DISCRETIZATION 
NUMERICAL SCHEME 
MATRIX SOLVER
CARTYIJSPH/BODY FIT 
STEADY/UNSTEADY 
INVISCID/vISdu) 
INCOMP/COMPRESSIBLE 
CONSERV/NONCONSERV 
MOMENTUM 
ENERGY 
SPECIES 
MULTI PHASES TRACKING 
EQUATION OF STATE 
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
TURBULENCE MODELING 
ATOMIZATION MODEL 
VAPORIZATION MODEL 
CIIEMIS1RY MODEL 
RADIATION MODEL 
TYPE 
PHASES(FUEL/OX) 
FDmiFVm)FEMjSpECTRALjEM 
VARIABLES BASED 
DIP?. ACCURACy:11MESPATh4J 
MULTI STEP/FACTORIZATION 
EXPLICIT 
IMPLICIT 
OTHERS: SPECIFY 
MULTIGRID CAPABILITY 
DIRECT METHOD 
ITERATIVE METHOD
3D 2DJaisy0006o 2D 2D,3D 1D,2D.3D 
Cu,BdyEt BdyFlx
 BdyFlt(.11) Cmt.CylBdyFh 
Umtdy Bay Uux4y SIdy.Uogdy SIdy.Un.tdy 
vi.wi, Vi(. Vis(-/I) lnui.Vu(.m hwis.Vio(LJl 
Imup.Cmp(.i1) Oop(.b/Fr) Imup.Coipb) moCobTh/S huxop.Co(Sb(Ft/S 
Ccoov Cooto Conso 
N-S(Inaop) N-Smp)
 N-S N-S 
Yt, yes Yg, Yns Ye, 
Ym(?) Ym(3 moo) Ye,(7) '(eo(4 o
	 e,utioo Ye05+) 
E-L EE B-B E-L E-E.E-Lopt) 
LO(Bqn) I.G. 10,RO(Eqo) L0.(3) I.G..RG.(?) 
Eqo Ego Eqo Tab&,Eqn TobLEqo 
K
 B-L(IBD) MioL 
KcH KeN KeHJCeL KeN 
Colon Amudflopm) Awnd AmudC.lcu 
DepIM) Yeo(?) Ym(3 Drplee(S/M) Oit(Sup) 
FR FR FR EQ.PR EQ.FR 
. Yes(6 flux eç) 6 Flux Modct 
Oaonai(7) all HC/Mr.Hypceqolic Hc/Au,02 
Mulxi(G/L) T.'o(GO.G/L) TwoLOIJL) Sg1.T(GO,G/LjJL) Two(?) 
FVM FVM FVM FVM FVM 
P-V
 P-V P-V P-V 
T(Ia)/S(iixi) 1(755(2nd) T(1o55(I,j.2nd) T(7)/S(ISUM) 
- MS(No)/FACr(Ym 
EapliolnnpomJ)
 No 
Implicit(Spouil) Fully Implicit Fully Implicit implicit 
ALE
 TVD 
SIMPLER SIMPLER SIMPLEC SIMPLEST .IPSA 
No
 No No 
Not Roqa IDMfi. TDMA Mod. Scone, ,olvcr Stones solve 
 lice lie, Line tier
Survey Dale: October, 1990 (Except S*)
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TABLE 1. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
ORGANIZATION ACUREX AEROJL1 ARGONNE'° CFDRC CHAM 
RESPONS. PERSON A. Mtmuy T. Nguyai G. Botoy .Hubchi/A.Pozekw MuhoffoylVhchou 
CODE NAME  KIVA-G BICOMB GEMCHIP REFLEQS PHOENICS 
GRID 
INLET/WALL 
BOUNDARY COND. 
PROGRAM CAPABILFI 
(Experienced) 
CODE VALIDATION 
PRE/POST PROCESSOR 
PROGRAM 
COMPUTER SYSTEM 
MISCELLANEOUS
SEPARATE (NAME) 
INTERNAL 
TECHNIC USED 
INLET CONDITIONS 
WALL BOUNDARY 
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 
COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 
INTERNAL PLOW 
INJECIION 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
MISC. 
UNIQUE CASES 
CASES PUBLISHED 
THRUST CHMBR RELATED 
DEVELOPED 
OPERATION 
GRAPHICS 
DOCUMENTATION 
AVAILABILITY 
MAIN FRAME 
MINI COMPUTER 
WORKSTATION 
CODE EXPERIENCE 
CODE ORIGIN 
VECTORIZATION
GOP EAGLE.GGP(opt) GGP.Othcct 
Ncotho Stgg.Noztho Ortho OthoNotto St&.Ooho/Nottho 
Soot Adopt Strut Strut 
N/A Algbr  Algbr Aigbr.Diff 
Cciii Cciii.  CTmtcVcr Ccotct,TirnrV., 
Ucrupecify Noip NoIp UcrSclect. Slp/Nclp.MV/Ftu 
A&bjzoth Athob Adlub __________ Adi.bjcoth.FThx 
Sit(S) Sit(S) Hull lnuouuuc B.C. Hindi Inui	 BC. Hundl turner B.C. 
Mb  Adh,Botmuo  
Swirl, Rotation flow All 
0.1-24 0.1-20  0-65 All 
Rccirc.C.vity Scr.Rcuoc Scper.Rcourc.Cuvüy All 
Cwoo.Noci Cu wici.Ntrot Spay cunbogUon Cboutci.Noez Cconbouton.Noon 
Ccciii!  Yro(?)  
Auon.Vopci Mio.V.per  Ahouniz.Vapor.Mix  
Thunc.Dyo Prop All Thoutc.Dyn prop Thntct.lep.Dyn pup All 
Pbcnc,Shock tube  Duct Duct 
13  40 -200 
7  30 -23 
5  4 -5 
Ichouss loherue N/A Inhouue bthoutue.Othou, 
Botch B.toh.beuncou  B.tchjnterocu Inienuct 
01300.DISSPIA D13000.Ptot3D N/A PIot3D,XYPLOT Sclf,PATRAN.Sptto 
Eng,Uue NIA(TBD) TBD EngProg.User EngJ'rog,User 
Prop Prop Pub(Augrcrnu) Prer Solo 
Coup Cup Cny,IBM CnyJBM CnoyJBM.Cyb 
Van Viz Viz Alliorg.Axdaut,Vax Cotwcc.Alliint.Vau 
 SO  Son Sun.Apollo.Tck 
2Y= I You 4 You 4Y= 9 You 
Au(1UVA) Acq(GEMCHII') Inhecic Inhouoc Inh000c 
You No  You Yco
Survey Date: October, 1990 (Except *0) 
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TABLE 1. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Table 1 (2a 
ORGANIZATION CREARE.X CREARE.X CREARLX HSC NASARC 
RESPONS. PERSON L	 kh S. Sib.ih S. Sithiah L Spadley S. Yoon/D. Kw.k 
CODE NAME  FLUENT RAMPANT NEKTON PACES CENS31) 
DIMENSIONS 
COORDINATES 
TIME PROBLEM 
TYPE OF FLOW 
EQUATIONS 
PHYSICAL PROCESS 
ROCKET PROPELLANT 
DISCRETIZATION 
NUMERICAL SCHEME 
MATRIX SOLVER
CARTY1JSPE/BODY FIT 
STEADY/UNSTEADY 
INVISCID/VISCID 
INCOMP/COMPRESSIBLE 
CONSERV/NONCONSERV 
MOMENTUM 
ENERGY 
SPECIES 
MULTI PHASES TRACKING 
EQUATION OF STATE 
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
TURBULENCE MODELING 
ATOMIZATION MODEL 
VAPORIZATION MODEL 
CHEMISTRY MODEL 
RADIATION MODEL 
TYPE 
PRASES(FUELIOX) 
FDMIFVM/FEM/SPECIRALIETC. 
VARIABLES BASED 
DI??. ACCURACY:TIMEISPATIA 
MULTI STEP/FACTORIZATION 
EXPLICIT 
IMPLICIT
 
OTHERS: SPECIFY 
MUL'IlGRID CAPABILITY 
DIRECT METHOD 
ITERATIVE METHOD
2D,3D 2D.3D 2D.3D 2D,3D 21).31) 
CEI.CyI.BdyFit BdyRt BdyFit BdyFil BdyFit 
Sidy,Uoedy Stdy.Uw4y Uatdy Uady Stdy,Unody 
Iovio,Vo(L/I) Invii.VuØJI) Invi,Vio(L) Inv.ViaEJfl Io,Vo(IJT) 
iip(SWrdS Qnp(SWTrp) Iop Cap() Cmp(1l) 
Corny Corny NrnCorn. Crnoy Corny 
N-S N-S,Eoi N-S N-S(Oop) N-S(.iCop) 
Yet You You 
You(rnIadt)
 No Yoo(30) Yco(11) 
E.L 
I.Q. I.O.  LG..RG.(I.bI) R.G.(En) 
T.bt.Eqn  Eç Eqn Ep 
 B-L 
KcH KoH  KCH/KOL  
ASIRSM
Asomd  
Dupiou(S/M)  
EQ.FR  FR FR 
Ducotto Tao,  
 12110Aic Air/H2 
Sng1(S)
 Soil  
FVM FVM Spocco! FEM FVM 
PV 0-V P-V DV 0-V 
T(luOiS(Ie) T(Iui)IS(2od) T(3,d),S(15th) TC2nd)iS(2od) T(103(2od) 
MS(No)JFACT(No) MS(Yc,)/FACr(No) MS(No)IFACr(Yos 
M,m-Baowo,th FEM-FCT  
ALE.T.y-GoUT TVD 
SIMPLE  
No  You No You 
TOW.  TouuwPmdocu  
hot
 COM hot G-S(LU-SGS)
Survey Daze: October. 1990 (Except *0)
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TABLE 1. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
1 dh 
ORGANIZATION CREARE.X CREARILX CREARE.X HSC NASA,ARC 
RESPONS. PERSON z sh.1,h S. saw"h S. Sthalo L Speadley S. YoravD. Kwak 
CODE NAME  FLUENT RAMPANT NEXTON PACES CENS31) 
GRID 
INLET/WALL 
BOUNDARY COND. 
PROGRAM CAPABILFI 
(Experienced) 
CODE VALIDATION 
PRE/POST PROCESSOR 
PROGRAM 
COMPUTER SYSTEM 
MISCELLANEOUS
SEPARATE (NAME) 
INTERNAL 
TECHNIC USED 
INLET CONDITIONS 
WALL BOUNDARY 
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 
CX)MPRESSIBLE FLOWS 
INTERNAL FLOW 
INJECTION 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
MISC. 
UNIQUE CASES 
CASES PUBLISHED 
THRUST CHMBR RELATED 
DEVELOPED 
OPERATION 
GRAPHICS 
DOCUMENTATION 
AVAILABILITY 
MAIN FRAME 
MINI coNanim 
WORKSTATION 
CODE EXPERIENCE 
CODE ORIGIN
PREFL 1'EPL PRENEK  GOP 
sq&Nartho Naou Nzogg)ho  OothoNeatho 
Su U.Mpt Ueaoou Ueauc.Adapt AdapMdtZon 
Albr.Diff A1bt FEM FEM A]gbrDiff 
CeaTomeVar Ceago CeaTeaeVu CeaThroVar.Oror Coeai,ThoeVar 
Sp.MVIFIx Slpfl4dp,MV/Rz SlplNalp,MV4IiI I- Nalp.Mv Nalp 
Miabjaosh.PIin Adiabjaoth.Fhn Adlab,laodi.Fluo loath Nteardlecling coed 
SutflSIR) SadS) Sod(S) Sod(S)  
A&BeaalJ 
0.1.1.0012 lAnninoeTea 1.002- 1.00$  
0.1-5.0 0.3-5.0 <0$  0.1-30 
RcSapnr Saparjloarc Sapar.Rothc Sop.z.Racuc Scpro 
Ceanlooear.Nooe Canboator 
Th,uPlopjap iDyr. Prop 
 WavcSoplogo.Mro llypatcoec Vehicle 
250  10  
30 . 
 2  
lnhoeae Irheaao Nroeiea ktheaae.Othoe lnhoaac 
Batthjnuaat Ba.d..I.nraat Baoth,lmoraa Baxch.Ioteroat lezeonco 
Self Self Self SeIf.SG-MB 0ASSURF.Ploo3D 
Patg.Uau En.Ptes,Ua En5.Pto.Uaer N/A  
Solo Sda.Prop Sale SBIR Pith 
Cray2M CoayBM CroyjBM Cny.Cyb Cray 
Coovflieai.Vco Cveo.Allioe.Vaz Coaoven.AlIiam Vaz.Cwen Vac 
Ston.ApaIIo.Trk Suo.Tá Sw..Apdlo.Tek SG.UNIX SO 
I Th I You 4Y= 3Y= 2 You 
lthouao Inhoeaa Acq(Mfl) Acq(PEFIO) lehouac 
No NO Yea Yea Yea
Survey Dale: October. 1990 (Except **) 
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TABLE 1. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Table 1 (3a 
ORGANIZATION P & W P & W PRI PR! REMTECH 
RESPONS. PERSON D. Hill C. Râs Dnan,svar D.ttejlCdttaenavaz S.PnbnnjlP. Uvee 
CODE NAME
 ARICC NASTAR NSI UPNS PARCREM 
DIMENSIONS 
COORDINATES 
TIME PROBLEM 
TYPE OF FLOW 
EQUATIONS 
PHYSICAL PROCESS 
ROCKET PROPELLAN 
DISCRETIZATION 
NUMERICAL SCHEME 
MATRIX SOLVER
CARTYL1SPH/BODY 
FIT
 
STEADY/UNSTEADY 
INVISCID/VISCID 
INCOMP/COMPRESSIELS 
CONSERV/NONCONSERV 
MOMENTUM 
ENERGY 
SPECIES 
MULTI PHASES TRACKING 
EQUATION OF STATE 
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
TURBULENCE MODELING 
ATOMIZATION MODEL 
VAPORIZATION MODEL 
CHEMISTRY MODEL 
RADIATION MODEL 
TYPE 
PHASES(FUEL/O)) 
FDM/FVMFEMJSPECIRAIJETC, 
VARIABLES BASED 
DIFF. ACCURACY:TIME/SPATIA 
MULTi STEP/FACTORIZATION 
EXPLICIT  
IMPLICiT 
OTHERS: SPECIFY 
MULI1GRID CAPABILITY 
DIRECT METHOD
ITERATIVE METHOD
2D.Asisymmnteio 2DI1) 2D 20 21)31) 
BdyRt BdyNo BdyRt BdyFlt 
Uestdy Stdy Uestdy Stay Stdy,Uesldy 
invis,VJfl 1nv,Vu/I Vis(-/fl Vis(-/I) lnvia.Vis(L/I) 
Onp(Sb) Inestp.Cet(aII) Ottp(7) QnpCl) C.np(U) 
Ceste. Cv
 Cnnsv 
N-S N-S.1tS,EnI N-S(Cs) PNS NS(Qnp)JLNS.Enl 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes(I1 toes) Yes(4.5.7)
 Yes(40) Yen(9) 
E-L  
I.G. L0..LO.(TeI) LO. LO..R.G.(CpeC) 1.O.,R.G.(Eqn) 
Ego TtatI.Eqo
 Tsbl Ev 
Mld.SoS) B-L Cebeta-Smitli Cebed-Smith B-I. 
Kell KeRKeL Kell KeL 
Anoud  
Dplee(Sad)  
EQ.FR FR
 FR EQ 
 No  
HZO2 HZO2JIC
 H22 
T.o(OIL)
 Sogi Sngi(gs.) 
FVM FVM FDM FDM FDM 
P-V P-v D-V D-V D-V 
T(IsQlS(lnt) T(?)S(2n4 T(7)SO4 T(ThS(2n4 T(W)/S(2nd) 
MS(Yes)PACT(No
 S(YesWACr(Y 
bsIesz	 I Imp&it  B-W 
ALE  TVD TVD AD[ 
FISO 
No Yes
 No 
________ SLOE TDMA BTDMA BTDMA Pnt.t.dingon.1 Eve 
Point solvee-? bee
Survey Date: October. 1990 (Except °)
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TABLE 1. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Table 1 (3b) 
ORGANIZATION P & W P & W FRI PRI REMTECH 
RESPONS. PERSON D. RIO C. Rats Iatig/Kth1o.sv., DanMehumvitz S.Prsh,u.jlP. Uvur 
CODE NAME
 ARICC NASFAR NSI UPNS PARCREM 
GRID 
INLETIWALL 
BOUNDARY COND. 
PROGRAM CAPABILI1 
(Experienced) 
CODE VALIDATION 
PRE/POST PROCESSOR 
PROGRAM 
COMPUTER SYSTEM 
MISCELLANEOUS
SEPARATE (NAME) 
INTERNAL 
TECHNIC USED 
INLET CONDITIONS 
WALL BOUNDARY 
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 
COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 
INTERNAL FLOW 
INJECTION 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
MISC. 
UNIQUE CASES 
CASES PUBLISHED 
THRUST CHMBR RELATED 
DEVELOPED 
OPERATION 
GRAPHICS 
DOCUMENTATION 
AVAILABILITY 
MAIN FRAME 
MINI COMPUTER 
WORKSTATION 
CODE EXPERIENCE 
CODE ORIGIN 
VECTORIZATION
 GOP
 INGRID 
S$unat Nes 
Suu.MubZco.
 Slrct.Adp.Muli7on 
A1br FEM.AIaJ,r.Diff Algbn Algb Algbu 
c c
 cro.vu 
Pulp An
 Pulp N1p.MV 
Inb AD
 Adiab,hod, 
Suif(S) Sud(S)
 Sud(S) 
Botmica
 l.oEo - 1.OES
 1.002- 1.0E8 
 0.0-30
 0.4-33 
 All
 Snpuzjtecrc.C.ViLy 
Co.us$ouz No.z Combusior.$ozz No., 
Co., AU - 
Atuiniz,V.p.Miz .	 - 
Dn Prup
 All All
Eu flow.Ptoun 
 300 120 
4 30
 >10 
- 100
 5 
lnhouae(Post) so.Otho. N/A N/A hthcuun 
Batch Ruth Butch jntma 
PIoi3D.ScIf Ru3Dd! Culcomp C.lcomp Plot3D.DISSPLA 
Uor Us., N/A Eng,U.., Eng.Uuor 
Psb.MSR Prop Pub Pub(MD) Pub.Prop(.ontc) 
Cusp Cusp
 Cusp 
V V., ConvuMultiflow 
Sun Sun Sun 
2Y= 6 Yo I Yus I .5Yus 4 Yus 
Asq(ARICC) bihosis Ishoune Inhosui Acq(PARC) 
Yos(Psns) Vs.  Puniaily
Survey Date: October, 1990 (Except 5*) 
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TABLE 1. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Table 1 (4a) 
ORGANIZATION ROCKEFDYNF SEA SECA SEA UAH 
RESPONS. PERSON P.Y. Lag D. Co.t. Y. Cbm 1. S.biia C.P. Ch- 
CODE NAME
 ARICC31) VIPER FDNS CELMINT MAST 
DIMENSIONS 
COORDINATES 
TIME PROBLEM 
TYPE OF FLOW 
EQUATIONS 
PHYSICAL PROCESS 
ROCKET PROPELLANT 
DISCRETIZATION 
NUMERICAL SCHEME 
MATRIX SOLVER
CARTYL/SPH/BODY FIT 
STEADY/UNSTEADY 
INVISCID/vISCID 
INCOMP/COMPRESSIBLE 
CONSERV/NONCONSERV 
MOMENTUM 
ENERGY 
SPECIES 
MULTI PHASES TRACKING 
EQUATION OF STATE 
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
TURBULENCE MODELING 
ATOMIZATION MODEL 
VAPORIZATION MODEL 
CHEMISTRY MODEL 
RADIATION MODEL 
TYPE 
PHASES(FUELIOX) 
FDMIFVMJFEMJSPECIRAL/ETC. 
VARIABLES BASED 
DIW ACCURACY:TIMEJSPAThAJ 
MULTI STEP/FACTORIZATION 
EXPUCFF  
IMPLICIT 
OTHERS: SPECIFY 
MULTIGRID CAPABILITY 
DIRECT METhOD 
TERATIVE METHOD
231) 2D 2D,3D 213.31)  
BdyFIt BdyEt BdyFi* BdyRt BdyFlt 
Uitdy Sidy St4y,Undy Sidy(opQ,Unoely Unoedy 
vi/r) Invis,vts(IJl) Iud,vse(III) vi(-m Invls,Vu(4fl 
Qnp(7) I	 Ctp(7) esnp,Cni(SWTsS Ip(Qnp(?) Insenp.Cmp(?) 
 Ccnev Cesisv Consv Consv 
N-S(.Cmp) RS NS(nanp) N-S(-Cinp) NSipCmp).Et 
Ye, Ye, Yes Yes Yes 
Yes(?) Yes(40) "es(cunp,. eses Yes(7) Yes(?) 
E-L
 E-E.E-L E-E,E-L E-L,StcL 
LG.,RG.(CssC) R.O.(?) 5G.(Eqn) LO..RG.(Tsbl) LG..RQ.(Eqn) 
Ego Ego Tsbl,Eqn Espi Eqss 
SOS Coked-Smith
 Mix!.  
KCH.2-SckIs KeH KeH,KeL EeL KeRKeL 
ASM Multi-Scale Model 
Yes  Aznnd 
Ye,  DrpIetS/M) Deples(S) Drpk(S/M)Cnt(Sb) 
EQ,FR EQ,FR EQ.FR FR.Statssdc. Model EQ 
 Yes(?)  - 
}IZ02,H002 All 112/02JIC102Ah- 142d02 
Two(GL) (I) Sngl.Two Two(GG,G/LO)S) Sogl,Two(O/L,O/S) Two(O/SG/L) 
FVM FDM FDM FDM,FVM FVM 
 P-V 0-V P-V 
T(Isx)iS(loelnd) S(2nd) (2nd)S(4th)w/Dis T(iss,2nd)JS(2nd) T(2nd)/S(2nd) 
4S(Yes)jFACF(No MS(Yes)!PACT(Ne MS(N0)IPACF(Yes MS(Yes)/FACr(No 
Implicit B-W Thno-Cesugmd B-McD 
ALE
 C-N,TVD Block AD! 
SOLA-VOP
 Multi-Coececeoss
 PISOC 
No No Yes No Yes 
 TDMA Stones soiw BTDMA  
cRM
 or Line km.	 I
Survey Date: October, 1990 (Except *0)	 (1) EqiL Ims pseudo mixture
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TABLE 1. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Table 1 (4b) 
ORGANIZATION ROCKFDYNE SEA SECA SRA UAH 
RESPONS. PERSON P.Y. Ums D. Comm Y. Qaun I Salmis C.P. Char, 
CODE NAME  ARICC3D VIPER FDNS CELMINT MAST 
GRID 
INLET/WALL 
BOUNDARY COND. 
PROGRAM CAPABILIT 
(Experienced) 
CODE VALIDATION 
PRE/POST PROCESSOR 
PROGRAM 
COMPUTER SYSTEM 
MISCELLANEOUS
SEPARATE (NAME) 
INTERNAL 
TECHNIC USED 
INLET CONDITIONS 
WALL BOUNDARY 
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 
COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 
INTERNAL FLOW 
INJECTION 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
MISC. 
UNIQUE CASES 
CASES PUBLISHED 
THRUST CHMBR RELATED 
DEVELOPED 
OPERATION 
GRAPHICS 
DOCUMENTATION 
AVAILABILITY 
MAINFRAME 
MINI COMPUTER 
WORKSTATION 
CODE EXPERIENCE 
CODE ORIGIN 
VECTORIZATION
GOP
 'IAGII.0IP415.GP. EAGLE.OGP  
Stgg.Northo
 Narag.Nratho Nunho,Muning Northo 
Soor.Mp Sort UrtJ.fulrZrne Adapi.MuhZnn  
Albr Algbr Algbr,Diff
 Dill 
Usu Spacify Carat Corat.ThncVar Cunat.T,mr,Va Comt,TrmeVa, 
Uar Specify Naip SIpiNaip Uar apacify Nulp.MV 
Miab.FIux Aduab.Iaoth.Rur
 Coa,a,,TimaVar 
SoaRS) SoaRS) IlandI Inagrior B.C. Suff(S) 
Adh.Bouncc Adh,Bounce Adh.Bouncr 
 1.053-1.057 0.1-- I.0-1.0E7 1.051-1.056 
0-6 1.0-10 0.0-20 1.05-4-20 0.1-9 
Rooarc,CaviLr __________ Roairc.C.viry.Sqarr Bauiauc.Crvity Sr,Rrcirc.C.vii 
Car,thuntrt.Nogr Noun Cou,boatoallogr RockatMrtor.Nozz  
Ccan.Trnnayersc
 Coon
 Coax 
Araniz.Vupun,Mh I  Vapor.Mix Vap,Mix 
Thcm Prop All All Thcnn.Doa Prop  
PIpe flow,BwdSrap Dx*,Tusblud.PIwn Ext flow(u/llypa?  
 8 46 40 15 
 29 25 10 
 8 7
 0 
InbooaaOdatn loh0000.Poot hth(aae Othor, h,hoaaa 
Batch(?) Batch Butch Burch.lnoxoct Batch 
DISSPLA.Self Self Sclf.Plo,3D PIoI3D Display 
USr(2D nitty)
	 I EargUsar User Eng.ProgUaar Eng.Prog 
Pun Pub Pub Ptop.Sale.Prrt.Pub 1 Pub 
Cray
 CrIy.IBM Cray.Cyb Cray 
—FPS Van Avatar, Va 
Son Sun
 Sun,SG Sat, 
1 Va Drnrlopng 4Ya 14 Y Developing 
,cq(KIVAII,ARICC lnhcoiae hahonac Inhoraso Inhoron 
Vga No Partially Y. No
Survey Dale: October. 1990 (Except CC) 
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TABLE 1. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Table 1 (Sa) 
ORGANIZATION UCI UIC• UTSI LITSI" RCKTDYNE 
RESPONS. PERSON R. Rental P. Qua S. Jaug F. Collins ?.t Sindir 
CODE NAME
 SHEET2 ;EMCmp 41141 ABC(KIVA.fl) CASP(PARC) USA 
DIMENSIONS 
COORDINATES 
TIME PROBLEM 
TYPE OF FLOW 
EQUATIONS 
PHYSICAL PROCESS 
ROCKET PROPE1 LAN1 
DISCRETIZATION 
NUMERICAL SCHEME 
MATRIX SOLVER
CARTAYLJSPH/BODY FIT 
STEADY/UNSTEADY 
INVISCID/VISCID 
INCOMP/COMPRESSIBLE 
CONSERV/NONCONSERV 
MOMENTUM 
ENERGY 
SPECIES 
MULTI PHASES TRACKING 
EQUATION OF STATE 
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
TURBULENCE MODELING 
ATOMIZATION MODEL 
VAPORIZATION MODEL 
CHEMISTRY MODEL 
RADIATION MODEL 
TYPE 
PHASES(FUEIJOX) 
FDM/FSpEcntaIjrc. 
VARIABLES BASED 
DIFF. ACCURACY:flME/SPATIA, 
MULTI STRP/FACTORIZKflON 
EXPLICIT 
IMPLICIT
 
OTHERS: SPECIFY 
MULTIGRID CAPABILITY 
DIRECT METHOD 
ITERATIVE METHOD
20 3D 3D IDAxisymunesnc  
Cart
 BdyFit BdyFlc  
Uuaudy Stdy.Uaa*dy Unstdy Sidy Unrtdy 
IrMa Vla(./l) Via(1JI)
 lnvo,Vrz(.Th 
lp Qop(7) Cp(Sb)
 lncmp.Cmp(all) 
 Cons,, Cons,, 
N.S(Inaap).Voni N.Saup) N.S(Cnrp) N-S(Cmp).Eul N.S(lnnsrp/Cnnp)
(I). Y. 
Ycn(4) Yns(7I Y01(30)  
E-L E-E E-L 
LO. LO..R.CL(7) R.O.(Eqn) I.G. R.G(Eqn) 
Eqs
 Eqs Eqn Eqn 
 B-L B•LK 
LPS MndifiadKoH Kill Kell 
Amnd Amend Asand  
plar(M) (1),(2) Dipia*7) Crix(SubiSop)  
liD PR EQ.FR EQ FR 
TOO TOO  
NC
 1JN202 1Th02  
T'o(7) idri(G.-L Too(LiL) Sngl  
FDM.SnsIaZ FVM FVM PVM P/M 
tgraogianmarmi- PV  
2rsl Rurua.Kuua T(-)iS(lat) T(lat)iS(2nd) T(-)/S(2nd)  
_________ MS(No)flrACT(Ycr MS(Yar)/1ACT(Yc. 
Explicit
 lispliciL(R.K) 
MY inTficit I3-W Implicit
ALE
 TVD/Ricm.nn 
SIMPLER 
No
 No  
TDMA 1DMA Pcrnadiogonal solvr TDMA.IITDMA  
Limiter COM
Survey Date: October, 1990 (Except *0)	 (I) Vonscity Sold sq (I) Droplet dispersion modal 
2)OrarpjCarjugatg effects included
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TABLE 1. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Table 1 (5b) 
ORGANIZATION UCI ViC 1)751 UTSI RCKTDYNE 
RESPONS. PERSON R. Rand P. (ju S. Jong F. CoUjo. M. Srndir 
CODE NAME
 SHErr2 EMCHIP 1,11,11 ABC(ICIVA.lI) CASP(PARC) USA 
GRID 
INLET/WALL 
BOUNDARY COND. 
PROGRAM CAPABILIT 
(Experienced) 
CODE VALIDATION 
PRE/POST PROCESSOR 
PROGRAM 
COMPUTER SYSTEM 
MISCELLANEOUS
SEPARATE (NAME) 
INTERNAL 
TECHNIC USED 
INLET CONDITIONS 
WALL BOUNDARY 
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 
COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 
INTERNAL FLOW 
INJECTION 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
MISC. 
UNIQUE CASES 
CASES PUBLISHED 
THRUST CHMBR RELATED 
DEVELOPED 
OPERATION 
GRAPHICS 
DOCUMENTATION 
AVAILABILITY 
MAIN FRAME 
MINI COMPUTER 
WORKSTATION 
CODE EXPERIENCE 
CODE ORIGIN 
VECTORIZATION
Cniá.n(7) ai.ctedgnd  INGR1D Nonho 
Ogoho Ortho/Northo  Srrc.MohZono 
Ad.pr(IBD)  
 DiR  
Monnbauonngd  Cooro Uoopocify UsoSpecify 
 Pin SpN.Ip Noodnonofilo  
No Walls Miab,Fhoz Athob.I000h.FIon  
'IoiS1 Poriorlic BC  Sud(S/R)  
Adh.Boonco  
h.i - 1.0E2  
 0.1-1.2 -33  
Cavity 
Cor!thwtor Rocket Cob	 or,Non 
 Non  
V.por.Mix  
Voonony,Vchothy Tham.Dyn Prop Therm  Therm,Dyn Poop 
 EniflowDnoo.ceo Eot.flow(Sop,U)p) 
$  5  
5  2  
 2  
Inharne Orheni N/A Othern Inhrono 
 Bilde Birth Irnrncr 
GPR.Schf  FloOD FloOD Self 
N/A TBD N/A  Urn 
 Peop,Flab Prop  Prop 
 Crop  Crop Coy,Cyb 
 Ahhiont Mulniflow Convex 
Apollo Sun  Sun Son 
2Ya 6/4f2Yni lYni 3 Y 4Th 
Inborn Inhoun Acq(KIVA U) Acq(PARC) Inhnnnro 
No
 Yen
Survey Date: October. 1990 (Except **) 
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TABLE 2. ABBREVIATIONS
COORDINATES CART.CYUN.SPIIER.BODY FIr C.CtSpb.BdyFh 
TIME PROBLEM SY/UNTPEADY Sdy.Udy 
TYPE OF FLOW INVISCID/VISUD IVIicId(Frwdi) !n.i,Vi.(IJI) 
•NCOMPRESSIBLMPRESSIB: p.Oop(SWTISpi11p) 
EQUATIONS CONSERV/NONCONSERV FORM 
MOMENTUM,NERGYISPECIES N—bor ri.pmd) N.SnCp),PNS/.4Y) 
MULTI PHASES TRACKING 1USUI2iC E-E.E-LS'at 
EQUATION OF STATE Id1.RoI Gu((ThbIWEquad) LG..LG.(r.bl,Eqn) 
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES T"Atintliam TabI.Eqn 
PHYSICAL PROCESS TURBULENCE MODELING ZoP4h MizL.B-L,LJC.IJCcH. 
XEL—.—)JMJW.Alj;ebmk Suvot ModcLReoIds Soi. Modd KFS,PDPSM.RSM 
ATOMIZATION MODEL Deep And,C.icu.VU 
VAPORIZATION MODEL IWIo(SaIlMuhD,Ot&iI R Siuic) SflubSop) 
CHEMISTRY MODEL NmEqilibtho.FMio Rac. No,EQ,FR 
RADIATION MODEL Stec s
	
Fignowwum fle,W.fl 
ROCKET PROPELLANT TYPE 020jl pajthc, IlLO2.HCO2 
PHASES(FUIB.OX) S1)eTWOPb.ICU.LMUId.SOUd) Sn&,Two(G.V,GILSX) 
DISCRETIZATION FDMVMMJSPECIRALJgrc Finite mr
	 ito v.hHmt.	 u0.4mra M.thcd 1DM.FVM.FEM.SP 
NUMERICAL SCHEME !)IFF. ACCURACY:TIMEJSPATIAL ro dAppran. - 1mn(Io.U.1(Io2ndJeghm) (1It),SC2o4 
MULTI STSP/FACI'ORJZATION MuI Md(Yc$o)V.cün.(yn.flo) MS(Yn.,No)/FACT(Ye,No) 
HIPLIIT Ln.pfrn.JFut.Prtnk.I.L.x-Wa*,MsCn.n.ck.Hq.mxdtmc. L/I.F.L.W.MC.Hcp.Oc. 
IMPLICIT MoCmX.Bn.m-W.nin..B.il.y-M.Jd.mc. MIC.B-W.B.McD 
OTHERS
-NIn.I.mDI.TVD.ALDHE-AIR$ux CmtnaTrmi,TiyIm.G.ImF C-N.ADI,TVDALE.RT.T.y.G.1 
SMPLFLPISO'..SOIA-VOF,.m. SU.PISO.SOLA 
VARIABLES BASED Pmn B..nd.Damky Bund. Others P-V,D-V.Othms 
MULTIGRID CAPABILFIY YmjNo YNo 
MATRIX SOLVER DIRECF METHOD TOMAXImic1DMA.&m. V.ctmPmp..nna 1MDA.BThIDA.EVP 
ITERATIVE METHOD Line Ilm.-sad.l,SoRcn.jpt.o.dJ.m /RmidU. MOhod.mc . Iim,G-S.SOR 
GRID SEPARATE (NAME) EACLE.GRm.Grid On.ut.Im, Pnckqn.m EAGLECR1D.GGP.O.. 
INTERNAL nIau/Nmt_Stu.OnNn..1bnSuuctdUnonx*Mq,Uv. GñMuIii Zmin StINogg,OnINothoAdp,MhZ 
TECHNIC USED F1gcDIffmmoI.1 Eqt FEMAIgI..DfT 
BOUNDARY COND1TIO INLET/WALL BOUNDARY InI	 Cn.gmo,Thn. Voylog; W.11 No ilip.lin.my/Mo.Wg CSI..Mv/Fa 
AdI.lic,I,Wimm.Ca,m. F oSm.mb/Rn.gh Surfin..gtc. Mi.b.I.mhyIn..Su,f(S/g) 
Dmpkg
 ..li immnmin.(AS.medBmm.40thmu) Adh.Bmmco 
PROGRAM CAPABRM INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS Spncift Reynaltis Na Ranges 1.0132 -1.0118 
(Experienced) COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS Specify Mach No. Ranges OLl -30 
INTERNAL FLOW Snp IaUng.Catity Hom.oa Sw.r.Rncuccavity 
Cn.1n.	 .mbm,Nn.zI. QnoI.Noz 
INJECFION E-CosziiImpngam.O. Pw-AwMiitn.JVapmtunn. Con.Jmprngc 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION Tht Qt.mbm1	 p.1m.d3mm*c Popuues.Dyn.mic. Prtçmum ot,IipThmmDyn op 
MISC. Other thin Throt Ommbm 
CODE VALIDATION UNIQUE/PUBLISHED CASES Number ofUnique Cun. Solted(hn.Iuft bm.Innuk c.w)/Na of PubIlciU.m 30/7 
THRUST CHAMBER RELATED Ntm of Ci.. mmmd to Thin. Onmbm 5 
PREJPOST PROCESSORS DEVELOPED In-hmn,By 0th.. thbon.Vth.. 
GRAPHICS Di,PIoGD,Sc1f,cia DyI3D,Sn5f,.tc 
OPERATION B.mdijm.mcU.. B.Lch,Immno 
PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION Mi-E.g	 Jj.n.Um. Eng,Pnng.U.m 
AVAILABILITY PInti.y$iIn,PiectBIR)Public Dmn.in Pmp$raP.b 
COMPUTER SYSTEM MAIN FRAME CmyCybm.ac. Crn7IBM.Cybnn 
MINI COMPUTER Cmivn..AIUuu,Vn..cw CcnvcxAfluaoLVin 
WORKSTATION Sn.poITek.SlUcmtO,nw StmApoUaTO( 
MISCELLANEOUS CODE EXPERIENCE Na of yn.. Used 5y" 
ORIGIN .AcqWrut(OniglniI Cod. n.m.) oocq(IUVAt.) 
- VECTORIZATION	 I Prognmnd for V.ctormn.Xion(YeoiNo) Yet/No
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